
Wind Machine 
 
Assignment:  Create a working wind machine capable of lifting 500 grams to a height of at least 0.5 meters.   
 
Materials:   
• Kits are not allowed (this includes fan blades).  If you use one, you will receive a ZERO for this project. 
• Materials should be common household items such as cardboard, wood, roller blade parts, sewing spools, broomsticks, 

nuts, bolts, etc.  If you are resourceful, you should be able to build out of recycled materials. 
 

Construction:   

 Machines should probably include a base, post, blades, tail fin, and axle system.   

 Counterweights are not allowed unless they are part of a Rube Goldberg machine that has at least five separate stages. 

 Special Rube Goldberg rules:  Dominoes and marbles are not allowed.  Dried pasta must be used in one of the five stages. 

 It must be designed to fit through the door of the physics classroom.  Please measure if you are in doubt. 

 If you have any questions about the legality of a design, please ask. 
 
Due Date:  Friday, March 6, 2015 
 
Testing:   Your windmill must lift the mass in the classroom using a box fan for full credit.   
 
Your grade will be computed as followed: 
 
40 pts. Windmill will lifts a mass of 500 grams. 
30 pts. Windmill lifts mass at least 0.5 m. 
10 pts.  Creativity 
10 pts.  Design process documentation – 

 You are expected to create a photopeach (http://photopeach.com)  
or youtube video documenting the design process.  

 The video should tell the story of how your windmill was created.  
Captions or narration should be added to each photo so the user 
knows what they are looking at. 

 You can include photographs or video of trips to the store, your 
design sketches, failed prototypes, etc.   

 It should also include photographs or video of each person 
performing a task to complete the windmill. 

 Scan the QR code to find out what to do with your video. 
 
 
 
 
 
12 pts. Participation 
 
 
Windmills may be dropped off between 7:45 and 8:05 am during the week of Monday, 3/2/2015 through  
Friday, 3/6/2015 
 
There will be a competition.  There will be 10 pts. extra credit awarded to the group whose windmill 
lifts the most mass in each class.  Rube Goldberg machines will not be allowed to compete in the 
weight competition.  Rube Goldberg machines that work the first time that they are demonstrated in 
class will receive 5 extra credit points. 

 
 
All machines will be tested with a simple box fan. 

http://photopeach.com/

